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Introduction

• Why we’re doing this?

• What we’ve done so far?

• Learning

• Where we’re going next?
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Project context: evidence from patients

Montgomery Supreme Court Ruling (2015):

• Clinicians engaging in ‘dialogue’ with their patient to the point that

• they have sufficient understanding of the risks and benefits of the 

options available to make a choice that

• takes into account their ‘own values’.
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Partnership project

Our partners:

• General Osteopathic Council (GoSC)

• Oxford University Collaborating Centre for Values-based 

Practice in Health and Social Care

• Project Advisory Group
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Patient values
The unique preferences, concerns and expectations each patient 

brings to a clinical encounter…

...which must be 

integrated into clinical decisions 

if they are to serve the patient.

Sackett DL, Strauss SE, Richardson WS, Rosenberg W, Haynes RB. Evidence-Based 

Medicine--How to Practice and Teach EBM. 2. New York, NY: Churchill Livingstone; 2000.
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Three tools

1. ‘Values-based practice – informed consent and shared 

decision making’ (guide for dental professionals)

2. ‘How to get the most out of a visit to your dental professional’ 

(leaflet for patients)

3. Value-based care animation (for patients)



Values-based practice – informed consent and shared 

decision making
A guide for dental professionals





How to get the most out of a visit to your dental 

professional
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Animation

Values-based decision making

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSykE6RH43o&feature=youtu.be
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Patient feedback: animation

• Video scores better on engagement, leaflet more likely to be used

• Key messages: encouraging patients to talk and ask questions, 

especially regarding costs

• Majority say they are likely to take key actions after seeing the video

• Improvements to length and style 
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Patient feedback: leaflet

• Scored well for ease of understanding

• Key messages: asking questions, planning 

ahead and discussing costs 

• Majority agreed they would ask questions, 

especially about costs, after reading leaflet

• Improvements to content and presentation
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Dental professional feedback

• Positive responses:

– informative

– encouraging communication

– promoting mutual understanding.

• Negative responses:

– unnecessary

– poor use of resources

– not part of GDC’s remit.

• Suggestions for improvement:

– changes to language

– patient responsibilities

– lose the tooth! 
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Key questions

• Language – patient expectations vs. professional expertise

• The remit of the regulator – upstream and prevention

• Overcoming scepticism:

– Patient – will this make a difference?

– Dental professional – why is the GDC doing this?
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Next steps

•Phase 2 testing with dental practices: 

–What works to encourage professionals and patients 

to engage with the tools?

–How effective are the tools in practice?

–What is the potential for rolling-out the tools to a 

wider audience?
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Thank you.

Questions?
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